Abstract. High resolution imaging of biological structures and changes induced by various agents such as drugs and toxins is commonly performed by fluorescence and electron microscopy (EM). Although high-resolution imaging is possible with EM, the requirements for fixation and staining of samples for image contrast severely limits the study of living organisms. Atomic force microscopy (AFM), on the other hand, is capable of simultaneous nanometer spatial resolution and piconewton force detection, allowing detailed study of cell surface morphology and monitoring cytomechanical information. We present a method that images and studies mechanically characterized cells using AFM. We used a HeLa cell line (cervix carcinoma cell), which is sensitive to photodynamic treatment (PDT); growth media as a scanning surrounding; atomic force microscopy NT-MDT Aura for cytomechanical measurement; and scanning electron microscope Hitachi Su 6600 for control images of the cells. The modulus of elasticity for intact and photodynamically damaged cells can indicate mechanical changes to the main properties of cells. Cell elasticity changes can provide information on the degree or value of cell damage, for example after PDT. Measurements were carried out on approximately sixty cells, including three independent experiments on a control group and on sixty cells in a photodamaged group. Cells before PDT show higher elasticity: the median of Young´s modulus on the nucleus was 35.283 kPa and outside of the nucleus 107.442 kPa. After PDT, the median of Young's modulus on the nucleus was 61.144 kPa and outside of the nucleus was 193.605 kPa.
Introduction
Cell lines can be studied using various microscopic techniques such as fluorescence, confocal, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). These methods deliver the best resolution. However, some of them (at least TEM or SEM), require extensive sample preparation, including thorough fixation procedure and drying, to avoid inhomogeneous sample shrinkage (Jung et al. 2009 ). Despite enormous advances in cancer biology, there is an increased demand for new technologies. The past decade has witnessed the emergence of atomic force microscopy (AFM) from solid-state physics into cell biology and even medicine (Sullivan et al. 2007) . AFM is a technique for imaging biological samples at subnanometer resolution (Casuso et al. 2011 ). This technique not only records the surface topography of biological samples under physiological conditions (Haga et al. 2000) , it also permits study of micromechanical properties of the living cells (Riethmuller et al. 2007; Vegh et al. 2012) , binding constants and electrical or magnetic characteristic at high spatial resolution and force sensitivity (Kuznetsova et al. 2007; Sugitate et al. 2009 ). Force scanning in particular can be used for mapping the mechanical properties of adherent living cells and provides information on cellular structures, including the cytoskeleton (Leporatti et al. 2009 ) with low demands on sample preparation (Mustata et al. 2010) . The elasticity of a cell provides important information on the health and function of the cell, and this information can be obtained using the AFM via force curve measurements over an extended area (sometimes referred to as force volume).
Eukaryotic cells generally contain three distinct types of polymer biomolecules that serve as structural elements in the cytoskeleton of the cell: actin microfilaments, vimentin intermediate filaments, and microtubules (tubulin). F-actin provides the highest resistance to deformation up to a certain critical value of local strain. Intermediate filaments are sufficiently compliant to generate moderate deformation, and yet maintain their resistance to shear deformation under large local strains to provide the structural integrity to the cell. Microtubules do not have sufficient tensile or shear stiffness to impart significant mechanical integrity to the cytoskeleton. However, they act in concert with the other filamental biopolymers to stabilize the cytoskeleton (Suresh 2007) . Disturbance in these systems have been related to tumor progression and metastasis (Casas et al. 2008) .
Different studies demonstrated the correlation of the mechanical properties of the cells (stiffness, elasticity) with several processes including cell growth, cell death, adhesion differentiation, migration, carcinogenesis, effect of oxidative stress and attack of viruses or parasites (Mustata et al. 2010 ). Vileno and co-workers observed that oxidative stress-induced changes were larger in the actin-rich region (lamellipodium) than in the cell body (Vileno et al. 2004) . It is known that differences in the Young´s modulus between normal and cancerous human epithelial cells were found to be due to a different organization of the cell cytoskeleton (Li et al. 2008) and this was the case with normal and cancerous human cervical epithelial cells (Muller and Dufrêne 2011) . For example, breast carcinoma cells, MCF7, behave as a complex linear viscoelastic material in the applied load range (0.5-4 nN) (Moreno-Flores et al. 2010) ; metastatic or cancer cells from the patients are softer than healthy cells. Young´modulus of normal ovarian mouse cells CHO-K1 is 1.02 kPa in comparison with cancerous cells of the same cell line -0.244 kPa, or human mesothelial (CF) cells -a normal cell has 1.97 kPa while a cancerous one has 0.53 kPa (Ketene et al. 2012) . Human bronchial epithelial cells showed an increase in cytoskeleton stiffness during metastasis (Leporattiet al. 2009 ). Moreover, the nuclear portion is softer (4 kPa) than other parts of NIH3T3 living cells except for a small area in the perinuclear region (Haga et al. 2000) .
Photodynamic treatment (PDT) is a promising anticancer therapy that uses photosensitizers, often porphyrin or phthalocyanine derivatives, with a selective affinity to cancer cells and photooxidation activity following adsorption of visible light of a specific wavelength (Kolarova et al. 2008) . PDT offers several advantages over the conventional cancer treatments, such as a minimal systemic toxicity, high selectivity to the tumor, few secondary effects, the possibility of repetitive cycles of treatments and the combination with other therapies, for example chemo and radiotherapy (Sanabria et al. 2013) .
Phthalocyanines belong to the new generation of sensitisers and can be chelated with metals (i.e. aluminium and zinc) to enhance their phototoxicity. A ring substitution in phthalocyanines with sulphonated groups allowed better hydrophility of photosensitizer ClAlPcS 2 . The distribution of aluminium phthalocyanine (AlPc) is diffused through the cytoplasm. Disulfonated and tetra-sulfonated aluminium phthalocyanine (AlPcS 2 , AlPcS 4 ) are localized in vesicles suggestive of lysosomes (Malham et al. 1996) . Photosensitization of target cells or tissues with light of an appropriate wavelength causes a cascade of biological events through various photophysical pathways which induce reactive oxygen species (ROS), mitochondrial membrane depolarization, elevation of intracellular Ca 2+ , activation of caspases and ultimately result in cell death through apoptosis or necrosis. PDT induces changes in cytoskeletal components such as microtubules and microfilaments and changes in cell elasticity (Uzdensky et al. 2005; Jung et al. 2009 ). Fernández-Guarino reveal mitochondrial dysfunction, along with increased cell adhesion and reorganization of components of the cytoskeleton during photodynamic therapy (Fernández-Guarino et al. 2007 ). Aminolevulinic acid (ALA) PDT-induced increase of the number of stress fibres in WiDr cells may indicate a strengthening of the cell-substratum contact. Changes in cell adhesion are accompanied with the remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton (Uzdensky et al. 2005) . ALA-mediated disruption of filamental actin structure (actin filaments formed clusters and the plasma membrane lost its ring-like structure) and alteration in the phosphorylation/expression of cytoskeletal protein septin-2 and cofilin within three hours after completing the treatment (Pluskalova et al. 2006) . This study focuses on cytomechanical (elasticity) measurements of adherent cervix cancer cells under physiologically relevant conditions and after photodynamic treatment. The mechanics of cancer cell deformability and its interactions with the extracellular physical, chemical, and biological environments offer enormous potential for significant new developments in disease diagnostics, thera-peutics and drug efficacy assays (Li et al. 2008) . Our study focuses on biomechanics and the biophysical properties of cells and it is important in the understanding of the onset and progression of disease states, for example cancer at the cellular level. Our study demonstrates the importance of the combined use of traditional and relatively novel microscopy techniques during cell death caused by PDT. The biomechanical characterization can be an important step for a deeper understanding of cervical cancer. It is expected that the approaches described in this paper for studying cells by AFM will also be relevant to investigations of other cancer cell types and this study will open a new way of evaluating cell damage after photoinduction.
Materials and Methods

Material and instruments
In our experiments, we used the HeLa cell line (Virus epithelioid cervix carcinoma) as a biological material. We used Thermanox® sterile plastic microscope slides as substrates for cells (Nunc) and 35 mm Petri dishes (Iwaki) for cultivation of the cell line. Chemicals used were Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma) and 2% 200 mM L-glutamine and 0.4% penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma), sensitizer ClAlPcS 2 (prepared by Jan Rakusan at the Research Institute for Organic Syntheses in Rybitvi, Czech Republic), glutaraldehyde (GA, Sigma). Measurements were carried out on AFM Ntegra Aura (NT-MDT), AFM Bioscope Catalyst (Veeco), NSG10 tip (NT-MDT), CSG10 tip (NT-MDT), transmission microscope Olympus IX81 with DSU unit (Olympus), SEM Hitachi Su6600 (Hitachi).
Cell culture
× 10
5 HeLa cells were cultivated in a DMEM medium under a humified 5% CO 2 -atmosphere on plastic cover slips coated with poly-L-lysine (PLL, 0.01%, incubation 24 h at room temperature, twice washed with distilled water) for 24 h at 37°C. After incubation, cells for imaging were gently fixated by 0.5% glutaraldehyde directly added into the medium for 20 min at 37°C and 5% CO 2 . Cells were scanned in fresh DMEM (for AFM) or dry (for SEM imaging) at room temperature. Mechanical mapping was done on non-fixed living cells.
Photodynamic treatment
× 10
5 HeLa cells were placed in 35 mm Petri dishes with Thermanox plastic discs and 2 ml cultivation medium DMEM. Photosensitizer ClAlPcS 2 was added in concentrations of 0 (control) and 5 µM. After 24 h incubation at 37°C and 5% CO 2 dishes with the sensitizer, the cells were irradiated with a dose of 15 J/cm 2 . For the irradiation, we used light emitting diodes (LED) with the emission wavelength maximum at 660 nm, FWHM 25 nm. The light intensity used was 10 mW/cm 2 for 25 min up to a dose of 15 J/cm 2 using an LED irradiator. After this treatment, cells were cultivated for the next 6 h under the same conditions in a fresh DMEM medium.
SEM imaging
Cells were measured in the regime of secondary electron (SE) with accelerating voltage of 0.5 and 1 kV and magnification × (1500-6000). Cells were applied to Thermanox discs on a titanium holder.
AFM imaging
Cells were imaged with a scan rate of 0.3-0.6 Hz. We used a NSG10 tip with a resonant frequency of 190-325 kHz and a force constant of 5.5-22.5 N/m for imaging and a CSG10 tip with a resonant frequency of 8-39 kHz and a force constant of 0.01-0.5 N/m for living cell mechanical mapping (AFM Bioscope Catalyst). AFM surface images were acquired in a semi-contact topography mode (AFM Ntegra Aura). All images were processed by Nova software (NT-MDT) and force curves were analyzed by the force curve analysis module of SPIP (Image Metrology).
Elasticity measuring
The area was scanned at higher resolution and a single isolated cell of interest was identified within the scanned area. After recording this scan, the cursor was placed on the identified cell and force curves were measured. Approximately twenty cells were measured in each of the three independent experiments of the control group and the photo-damaged group. A subsequent image was generated to confirm that the condition and location of the cell of interest had not been changed by the force curve measurements. For our samples, we usedSneddon's generalization of the Hertz model of contact (Sneddon 1965) , as implemented in SPIP. In this model, the loading force F, exerted by the tip, causes a deformation of the sample, δ.
With the assumption of an infinitely hard tip (appropriate for cell investigation), conic tip shape and non-adhesive interaction, Sneddon's model gives the following relation between force and cell deformation:
where α is the tip half cone angle, E is the measured Young´s modulus and ν is the Poisson´s ratio of a cell, and δ is the cell deformation. Several complications are related to the previous equation. Determination of Young´s modulus was performed by fitting the above-mentioned equation. Baseline correction was performed by SPIP from the approach curve and the point of zero indentation was determined automatically. Cantilever sensitivity was obtained from measurement on a hard sapphire plate. Poisson number was set to 0.5.
Cantilever spring constant determination
For Young´s modulus measurement, the cantilever spring constant k must be known. We used the modified Sader method, provided by a Nova software script. This method is based on the measurement of unloaded resonance frequency of the cantilever, ω 0 , and the spring constant is computed from this frequency and from geometrical dimensions. The modified Sader method (Sader 1999) , valid for rectangular cantilevers, uses an imaginary component of hydrodynamic function Γ i , thus taking into account the viscous damping of ambient air. The final equation can be written in the form k = 0.1906ρb 2 lQΓ i (ω 0 )ω 0 2 , where ω 0 and the quality factor Q are determined from the resonance curve by the script; cantilever width b and length l are taken from the cantilever manufacturer's specifications and air density ρ and viscosity are tabular values at actual room temperature.
Statistical analysis
The results were processed using software SPSS v. 15 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, USA). The data are presented as median, quartil 25 and quartil 75 , of three independent experiments in four groups (C, C-Nucleus and PDT, PDT-Nucleus). The PDT groups were compared with control groups using the Mann-Whitney U-test. The statistical analysis of the results of Young´s modulus in defined intervals was performed using Fisher exact tests. The value p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results and Discussion
The determination of the local elastic properties of cells under cultured conditions enables us to measure the influence of various factors on the mechanical properties of living cells. AFM measurement of the mechanical properties of cells appears to be promising in the diagnostics of different pathologies (Nikkhah et al. 2010) . When studying the mechanical properties of a cell by AFM methods, we deal predominantly with the heterogeneity of the plasma membrane (lipid domains, protein complexes) (Starodubtsteva 2011) . The results are presented to illustrate how changes in the cell cytoskeleton, induced by cancer treatment, can significantly influence cell mechanics.
PDT induced dramatic changes in cell morphology and the cytoskeleton, depending on the light dose, concentration of the sensitizer and post-irradiation time (Tomankova et al. 2007; Casas et al. 2008; Jung et al. 2009 ). At 10 s, PDT induced a slight cell shrinkage and the initiation of microtubule disruption, with no significant change to the microfilaments. In addition, small vesicles began to appear in the cell membrane (Jung et al. 2009 ). After PDT, some cells retracted their lamellipodia and formed extracellular blebs containing tubulin. In HeLa cells, the microtubular cytoskeleton was disaggregated so that the tubulin was concentrated in the perinuclear region. Necrotic blebbing was observed 30 minutes after irradiation (Uzdenskyet al. 2005) . On the other hand, after PDT was observed, there was an emission of filopodia and extensive surface blebbing again in HeLa cells. These morphological changes were paralleled by the rearrangement of the cytoskeletal components: tubulin network were reorganized into thick bundles that at longer recovery times were concentrated inside the blebs. In parallel with the observed changes in cell shape, actin microfilaments formed bundles, especially at the cell periphery, which became progressively thicker with increasing post-irradiation times. Apoptopic blebbing was observed with a longer irradiation time (Panzarini et al. 2006 ).
At 300 s, PDT induced apparent cell shrinkage with a growth of membrane vesicles and profound disruption of microtubules. Extreme cell shrinkage and microtubule disruption were observed at 600 s after PDT, and disrupted microtubules were evident as massive membrane and extracellular vesicles. Interestingly, membrane microtubule vesicles were surrounded by reorganized microfilaments, whereas extracellular elongated microtubule vesicles were localized on extracellular microfilaments. More extreme changes in cell morphology and the cytoskeleton were observed at 10 min after PDT, when massive growth of the membrane blebs and the disruption in the cytoskeleton were observed (Jung et al. 2009 ). For these reasons, PDT provides a good method for investigating changes within the cytoskeleton ultrastructure. In our case, after treatment we waited about 6 hours for apoptosis/necrosis expression. Morphological classification has been described by the SEM (Figure 1 ) and AFM technique (Figure 2 and 3) . The cells appear quite flat as a result of the drying procedure, with the prominent nucleus in the centre surrounded by its nuclear envelope. The height of untreated cells shown in Figure 2 was 1.33 µm, 40.18 µm long and 18.06 µm wide. To obtain information about the cell morphology, AFM Figure 1 . Scanning electron imaging of HeLa cell line fixated by 0.5% glutaraldehyde on the Thermanox coverslip before (top) and after photodynamic treatment (bottom, ClAlPcS 2 was added in concentrations 5 µM and irradiated with dose of 15 J/cm 2 ). Thermanox coverslips were applied onto a titanium holder. Cells were measured in the regime of secondary electron with accelerating voltage of 0.5 and 1 kV and magnification × 1500-6000. observations were complemented with force measurement observations. Cells before PDT have tendency to form dense colonies, resulting in difficulties for force imaging at the cellular level and in probing lateral domains involved in cellcell interaction (Leporatti et al. 2009 ). On the other hand, cells after treatment grew independently of other cells. Cells after photodynamic treatment (Figure 3 ) had a different size in relation to untreated cells: 1.78 µm in height, 21.06 µm in length, and 20.8 µmin width. SEM can easily localize intracellular biomolecules in 2-or 3-dimension, but cannot resolve structures at the molecular level, whereas AFM can provide ultrastructural information at the molecular level, but is limited to analysis of surface topography. Probing of the cell surface by AFM techniques can reveal heterogeneities of mechanical properties of the surface at the nanolevel, and subsurface layers of cells. The resolution of AFM in air in the vertical direction is 0.1-0.5 nm, and 1-5 nm in the horizontal direction, depending on the sample rigidity. The horizontal resolution can be solved for living cells in aqueous medium even at several tens of nanometer range due to the softness of the cell membrane. The thickness of cellular membranes is known to be around 5-10 nm. The sensitivity and resolution of the AFM method also depend on tip and cantilever characteristics (e.g., radius, shape, material) (Kuznetsova et al. 2007) .
The imaging of cell lines requires that the cells are stably immobilized, so that they are not displaced by forces generated by the tip during scanning. For this reason we used poly-L-lysine for better adhesion to substrate. However, no significant effect to cell elasticity was observed. Immobilization procedures are established for cell lines and have facilitated investigations on elasticity, adhesion, surface structure, and swarming behavior (Sullivan et al. 2007) . After cross-linking the cellular proteins with the fixative glutaraldehyde, plasma membrane depressions become observable and are scattered around the cell nucleus. It is intriguing that concave structural elements in the cell surface are better observed after fixation by glutarladehyde. However, elasticity measurements have usually been performed in non-fixed cells, because Young´s modulus increases dramatically as a consequence of the fixation process.
To investigate cytoskeleton changes induced by PDT at higher resolution we used the AFM topography and force measurement. The height of intact cells was flattened by actin filaments and the nucleus, resulting in a decrease in the height of a normal cell (Sugitate et al. 2009 ) as can be seen in Figures 2 and 3 . Surface mechanical properties of a cell are mainly defined by the actin cytoskeleton. Furthermore, the structures of organelles are very complicated and these will affect the mechanical properties of the cell. Cellular stiffness might be caused by a combination of several contributing factors. In particular, it can be due to the changes in permeability of the cell membrane, due to the disruption of focal adhesions, i.e. sites where the cytoskeleton connects to the cellular membrane, or finally, due to a partial loss of the actin-filament network (Vilenoet al. 2004 ). PDT did not significantly change the levels of the main cytoskeleton proteins actin and tubulin, but influenced proteins participating in remodeling of actin and microtubule cytoskeletons. The level of dystrophin that forms the scaffold for binding the actin cytoskeleton to the plasma membrane and calponin involved in the remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton in growth cones. The level of vinculin that links actin bundles to integrin in focal contacts is decreased (Uzdensky et al. 2012) . After oxidative stress, neither actin filaments structure nor microtubularcytoskeleton were significantly modified in HeLa cells (Pletjushkina et al. 2006) . On the contrary, Liu et al. observed reorganization of the microfilament and microtubule cytoskeleton during the execution phase of apoptosis after PDT, if phthalocyanine was used like photosensitizer. Cleavage of a-tubulin, cytokeratin 18, and actin by caspases during apoptosis has also been reported (Liu et al. 2010 ).
In addition, it was observed that a lower concentration of microtubules leads to higher Young´s modulus, i.e., to higher cell stiffness (Hagaet al. 2000) . A rate of breaking of ten microtubules was determined on 5.6 s after oxidative stress was caused by 0.44 M H 2 O 2 using a 50 W mercury lamp (Guo et al. 2006) .
In fact, the cell nucleus plays an important role as a central support for maintaining the cell body and as an anchor for cell motility (Sugitate et al. 2009 ) and it also plays a significant role in the response of cells to mechanical stress.The nucleus skeleton (the nuclear lamina) mainly determines the shape, size, and mechanical properties of the nucleus, and provides the connection of the nuclear inner membrane to chromatin. The nuclear lamina is a network of lamin polymers and lamin-binding proteins (Starodubtsteva 2011). The part of the cell adjacent to the nucleus which shows the highest concentration of microtubules also displays a lower Young´s modulus, which indicates that microtubules themselves have no large effect on the measured stiffness. However, if only actin filaments contribute to the cell elasticity, the nucleus area should be as stiff as the surroundings, since stress fibers and the cell cortex extend all over beneath the cellular surface. The distribution of intermediate filaments seems to correspond to the cell elasticity. Intermediate filament (vimentin) is presumably another candidate for the cell elasticity. Both actin filaments and other cytoskeleton filaments such as intermediate filaments should be taken into account to explain the cell elasticity (Starodubtsteva 2011) .
While the AFM probe contacts the cell at designated points, it is not known if the underlying structure of the cell consists of the cytoskeleton, organelles, or vacuoles, to name a few. Each of these substructures affects the elasticity measurements differently (Mustata et al. 2010) . Normal cells have a Young´s modulus of about one order of magnitude higher than cancerous ones. The change in elastic properties might be attributed to a difference in the organization of the cell cytoskeleton. This change is associated with the increased cross-linking of extracellular matrix proteins (Kuznetsova et al. 2007 ).
Our results revealed that the median and quartile 25 , quartile 75 of Young´s modulus of the cell surface in the nucleus area of the cancer cell line HeLa was 35.283, 28.061 and 50.416 kPa, respectively, and 107.442, 97.185 and 125 .270 kPa, respectively, outside of nucleus. After photodynamic treatment, the median and quartile 25 , quartile 75 of Young´s modulus of the photodynamically damaged cell surfaces in nucleus area were changed to 61.144, 50.814 and 88.866 kPa, respectively, and to 193.605, 174.196 and 217 .614 kPa, respectively, outside of nucleus (Figure 4 and 5).
Change after PDT showed a significant shift to the higher values of Young´s modulus: more than 73% within the nucleus area, and 80% outside of nucleus area. Measurement was carried out on approximately sixty cells included three independent experiments in each group. The probe was focused on the nuclear area or outside of the nucleus area of the HeLa cells, because lysosomes (where ClAlPcS2 is preferentially loaded) are situated near the nucleus, preferentially at one pole of the HeLa cells (Panzarini et al. 2006) . Determining the cell stiffness around the nucleus is important, because 144, 50.814, 88.866 kPa, respectively, and 193.605, 174.196, 217 .614 kPa, respectively, outside of the nucleus.
the relocalization of photosensitizers from the lysosomes of treated cells to the cytoplasm and to the nucleus during PDT were observed (Alvarez et al. 2011) . Photodamage of lysosomes, as a result of sub-cellular accumulation of photosensitizers, may lead to an increase in lysosomal membrane permeability. Subsequent release of lysosomal enzymes into the cytoplasm would be consistent with the observed and rapid degradation of cytoskeletal proteins and followed by apoptosis (Liu et al. 2010) . Interestingly, this redistribution only occurs after a period of illumination, so it should be considered as a photoinducedrelocalization due to the release of photosensitizers from their initial organelle targets following photodamage (Alvarez et al. 2011) . The nucleus area is about 10 times softer than the surroundings (Haga et al. 2000) . Substrate contributions to the Young´s modulus can be neglected if the AFM tip never Figure 4 . Histograms of frequency of Young´s modulus (Pa). Shift of the Young´s modulus to the higher values after PDT is significant in a both measured area (nucleus and outside of nucleus) with p < 0.0001. C-N, control sample -curves measured on the nucleus; PDT-N, irradiated sample -curves measured on the nucleus (A); C, control sample -curves measured outside the nucleus; PDT, irradiated sample -curves measured outside the nucleus (B).
A B Figure 5 . Quartile box graphs describe the distribution of the measured parameter values with quartiles. The thick line inside the box represents the median value (i.e. the second quartile), the bottom of the box represents the first quartile and the top of the box represents the third quartile. Box height corresponds inter-quartile range (i.e. characteristic variability of data -in the interval between the 1st and 3rd quartile is 50% of measured values). Error bars at the bottom and top represent minimum and maximum closed values. Outliers are marked with a ring and star symbol of extreme values. The Mann-Whitney U-test showed significantly higher values in the PDT-N and PDT groups in comparison with the C-N and C group, p < 0.0001. C-N, control sample -curves measured on the nucleus; PDT-N, irradiated sample -curves measured on the nucleus (A); C, control sample -curves measured outside the nucleus, PDT, irradiated sample-curves measured outside the nucleus (B).
A B indented more than 10% of the cell thickness. These results correspond with the measurement of Sugitateet al. in which the surface of hMSCs cell was found to be 54.3 ± 37.37 kPa (Sugitate et al. 2009 ), with Haga et al. (4-100 kPa) over the cell surface (Haga et al. 2000) and Dochevaet al. where Young´s modulus of non-and differentiated hMSCs cells was in the range 33-53 kPa (Docheva et al. 2008) . It is clear that the estimated values of cell mechanical parameters depend on the experimental methods, on the used theoretical models, dependence on cell type, cell state, and experimental conditions (Starodubtsteva 2011) . The elasticity of the cell body remained consistent for 1 h and then began to decrease, indicating a loss of rigidity in the cellular cytoskeleton which supports the cellular membrane. This decrease in elasticity continued until a sharp increase toward the Young´s modulus of 10 MPa. The measurement of elasticity is not possible if the cell is not securely attached to the sample substrate. Over time, many cells are released from the surface and/or attach to the AFM tip, in addition to degradation which would allow the tip to interact with the surface, thus affecting the elasticity measurements. For this reason, we measured for only a half an hour outside the incubator. The changes in mechanical properties and cytoskeleton reorganization can be correlated with cell cycle stages, and the results form the basis for understanding the mechanisms of cell differentiation, organism aging (Starodubtsteva 2011) or cell death. The stiffness distribution of cell surface can be quite constant for stationary cells, but if the cells start to move, the stiffness in their nuclear regions can be drastically decreased (Kuznetsova et al. 2007) . The important factor is the heterogeneity of mechanical properties of cells within different cell regions.In the literature, PDT effect has not been studied in terms of cytomechanal properties of tumor cell lines. For this reason it is not yet possible to determine the data as accurate for clinical use and this can be considered a pilot study of this issue.
Conclusion
It is now well accepted that cell functions are essentially determined by their structure. At different hierarchical levels, the structural organization of cells is characterized by certain mechanical properties. AFM probing of whole cells is an effective tool for studying membrane and sub-membrane cell structures. As the heterogeneity of cell mechanical properties is mainly defined by the membrane cytoskeleton, AFM probing of the cell elasticity can be effectively used in the investigation of cytoskeleton characteristics and dynamics, for example, after photodynamic damage. Our results show changes in cytomechanical properties after photodynamic treatment of more than 70% and 80%. Studies focusing on biomechanics and the biophysical properties of cells are important in the understanding of the onset and progression of disease states and treatments of cancer at the cellular level. Our study demonstrates the importance using of relatively novel microscopy techniques in understanding mechanical regulation by crucial cellular processes, such as cell death caused by PDT.
